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The Bell Kaff K Bike Kustom
By Scott and Jamison Martin,
words and photos

L

ooking around Larry Romestant’s
workspace, you could swear you
were in some type of top-secret BMW

motorcycle development facility. You
can’t quite tell if he’s diving into the past
or exploring the future with the eclectic mix of parts stacked on shelves and
hanging from the walls, but you know
there’s something special going on.

Your eyes are drawn to the hydraulic hoist dead-center in the floor and
to what looks like a classic European
café racer. Is it new? Is it old? Yes,
the midsection of the cycle has the unmistakable look of a “Flying Brick”
with the BMW K1200RS engine. The
drive train includes a familiar differential and widened swing arm from a
late-’70s Boxer. You’ve definitely seen
that ’97 K1100LT frame, although you
can see it’s been modified to accommodate the non-standard K1200RS
6-speed gearbox, 1200cc engine and
twin-shock swing arm. Again, the bike
is even more familiar due to the Metallic Imola Green paint used by Ducati on
the iconic ’74 750SS, and later on the
Paul Smart 1000, which makes it look
modern and retro at the same time.
To clear the suspense, “Bell Kaff” is
considered by most to be a “re-imagined” 1970s café racer. Upon closer
examination, you can tell it’s a contemporary build; but from different
perspectives, the motorcycle evokes
memories of British, Italian and German styling from the 60s and 70s. Its
designers and builders, Larry and Carol
Romestant, say: “We take the early
BMW K-model line of bikes and customize them mechanically, ergonomically and aesthetically. The whole idea
is for the bike not to look like a custom.
We really wanted it to look like it could
have rolled straight off the factory floor,
even though nothing like it could have
come from the factory at that time.”
The master K Bike customizers of
Romestant Engineering and Design
were commissioned by Evan Bell, the
owner of world-renowned Irv Seaver
Motorcycles in Orange, California, to
build the bike for the dealership’s 100th
anniversary celebration. Therein came
its name: Bell for Evan Bell and Kaff
for “Café”. It was presented to Mr. Bell
at this year’s Quail Motorcycle Gathering in Carmel, California, and has been
displayed at various events ever since.
Bell Kaff recently won the coveted
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Grand Marshall’s Award at the prestigious Central Coast Classic Motorcycle
Show in San Luis Obispo, CA.
The bike and several others designed
and built by Larry and Carol’s ‘Special K’ division were also featured recently on Jay Leno’s Garage. Jay had
great things to say about the bikes and
he loved the solid feel and great power
during his filmed ride on the Bell Kaff.
One of his comments after riding it was,
“It has a real period feel with modern
power. It’s really exciting to ride.” He
also loved the fit and finish of the cycle
and all the small details, saying, “Guys
that work in the aerospace industry
know stuff has to be perfect. That’s
what drew me to this bike, the attention
to detail, how nicely everything is finished and how well everything fits in.”
Jay joked around and added, “If you
want your bike just to run, get a mechanic. If you want it to be engineered,
get yourself an aerospace guy.”
In reality, Larry Romestant is a mechanical engineer who has worked
in the aerospace industry. He has de-
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signed this and other bikes in CAD and
even has the ability to ‘print’ his own
parts. Since his company is manufacturing a version of this bike and his
other custom models to order, his talents have become invaluable. Romestant Engineering now has a virtual
catalog of parts to use in the assembly
of ordered cycles, thus greatly reducing
turnaround time.
Larry says the love affair with BMW
bikes began for him in 1988 when
he was working as a mechanic at a
BMW/Suzuki motorcycle dealership.
He found an old R75/5 Toaster sitting
alone in a corner and decided to take it
out for a spin. The moment he opened
the throttle a smile formed on his lips
and grew wider the faster he went until
Larry was laughing out loud. That afternoon, he traded his ‘81 Honda CB
650 Custom and $500 for the BMW
and rode it home.
As fate would have it, in 2004, Larry
was exposed to the Boxer’s ugly cousin, the Flying Brick, and fell in love all
over again. He found a 1990 K75, began
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modifying it, and hasn’t looked back
since. The Romestant’s personal collection currently includes a very special
bike with the original intent to create
a retro modern cruiser that would
also appeal to women. It ended
up being called ‘The Bomb’ (an
iteration of ‘Beauty’) and became
Carol’s custom-fitted motorcycle,
finished in Elephant Ivory, the
color of the 1998 R1200C James
Bond bike. The company is currently developing a line of women’s
leather riding jackets and accessories
as well.
So the next time you’re riding down
the street or cruising the canyons of
So Cal and see a full-on 70s-looking
café racer, it may be a restoration, or
it may just be one of Larry and Carol’s
custom nouveau retro creations powering around the corners and screaming
down the straightaways. Any of the
proud Romestant SpecialK owners will
be happy to stop and tell you all about
their bike if you can catch them, or
check out the builds at www.specialks.
net
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